EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. The trophy hunting industry is auctioning a polar bear and other animals including leopards,
zebras and wild sheep to fund a campaign to block the UK government’s import ban on trophies.
2. Safari Club International (SCI) is the world’s main trophy hunting lobby group. Its annual
convention in Las Vegas is the world’s biggest gathering of trophy hunters and hunting
companies. Over 700 companies will be exhibiting and selling trophy hunting ‘holidays’ here this
week.
3. The convention is also SCI’s biggest fundraiser, and is used to generate funds for its political
campaigns promoting “hunters’ rights” around the world. One of the principal fundraising events
within the convention are its auctions. These consist of hunts that have been donated by
hunting companies to SCI which the group then auctions off at gala dinners during the
convention.
4. The Friday night dinner-auction at the convention is being hosted by Donald Trump Jr. Animals
being auctioned off by the son of the former US President include bears, wolves and zebras.
5. The polar bear hunt is being auctioned off on Saturday evening and has been donated by a
Canadian hunting company called Canada North Outfitting. The firm has helped trophy hunters
shoot the two largest polar bears ever killed for sport. It claims no fewer than 9 of the 10 most
recent record-breaking entries in Safari Club International’s infamous ‘Record Book’. The most
recent entry was of a polar bear shot in August 2019 in South Hampton Island. The trophy
hunter used a novelty ‘muzzleloader’ rifle to kill it. Two of its most recent entries are from
trophy hunters who killed polar bears using a bow and arrow. The most recent instance was in
February 2019.
6. SCI’s auction brochure describes the polar bear on offer as: “Truly the most incredible
adventure hunt!” It urges hunters and bidders: “We ask that you bid often and bid high as the
value of this donation is much more than an amazing adventure and harvesting an incredible
species”.
7. In a message to convention-goers, SCI says that the proposed British ban on hunting trophies is
one of the biggest threats currently facing the industry. It goes on to confirm that the
organisation has been actively campaigning to undermine the British Government's bill. “The
United Kingdom’s Animals Abroad Bill seeks to protect wild and domestic animals by declaring
them sentient beings. Of particular note is the radical trophy ban in the bill, which will prohibit
the import of thousands of hunted species, particularly from Africa, to the country... SCI will
continue to oppose this bill.” https://safariclub.org/looming-threats-to-hunting-in-2022/
8. The convention website confirms that “proceeds from SCI’s auctions support hunter
advocacy” campaigns. https://showsci.org/
9. SCI spends approximately £10 million a year on lobbying. It recently funded a major £1m
campaign to deceive MPs and Ministers into thinking a UK trophy ban is opposed by ordinary
Africans. The ‘Let Africa Live’ campaign was shut down by Facebook and Twitter following an
investigation by the Washington Post.
10. SCI has a UK branch which is based in Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire. It is led by avid British
trophy hunter Steve Jones, who has hunted in Africa among other places.
This report gives details of the polar bear auction, other animals being auctioned to raise money for
SCI’s campaigns, and evidence of SCI’s ‘dirty tricks’ campaign to derail the government’s proposed
ban on hunting trophies.

SCI SATURDAY NIGHT AUCTION – POLAR BEAR

CREDIT: SCI

LATE SUMMER/FALL POLAR BEAR ARCTIC ADVENTURE IN NUNAVUT
CANADA - THIS IS A 10-DAY CITES HUNT FOR ONE HUNTER
Donated By: Canada North Outfitting
VALUE: Priceless
Donation Number: 43772
Slot: SN012 (Saturday Night Auction)

One very fortunate hunter will have the opportunity to experience Canada's Arctic without snow !
On this late summer 10-day, 1x1 guided, polar bear hunt donated by Shane Black of Canada North
Outfitting.
This adventure hunt is unique in both experience and the fact that you will spot and stalk polar bear
! The hunt is carried out with your Inuit guide and Shane Black.
The winning bidder will receive an Arctic clothing & gear package from KIUI completely tailored to
this trip including Weighpoint Duffel's. Method of take is rifle.
Buyer must schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in August-October of 2023 or 2024.
Shane will accompany the hunter from arrival into Canada, Shane will share his knowledge and
immerse you in this incredible Inuit culture and tradition including photographing the entire
adventure and producing a personalized souvenir book.
Canada North pioneered Arctic big game outfitting in 1981. Shane spends over half the year in the
Arctic outfitting and supporting the communities. With all the time Shane spends in the Arctic and
hunts he does this hunt has become amongst his favourites.
Truly the most incredible adventure hunt!
As of August 2015, the IUCN Red List reports that the worldwide polar bear population estimate is
established at 26,000 animals with over 17,000 or two-thirds located in the Canadian Arctic.
However, with 2017 population data updates of two sub-populations, the total world estimate is
closer to 28,500 polar bears.
The package includes first and last night room accommodations in Winnipeg, round-trip Arctic flight
and hotel accommodations with all meals and incidentals, general administration and flight booking
fees including a flight itinerary change and the Canadian 5% GST sales tax.
Hunt may be upgraded to include central barren ground caribou and walrus. Additional hunters or
non-hunter can be accommodated; see outfitter for details.
*Not Included is Nunavut hunting license and polar bear tag, Arctic Wildlife Research Fund 250.00,
shipping of trophies, taxidermy, expediting costs and gratuities.
Current law forbids the importation of hides and skulls of both polar bear and Atlantic walrus into
the USA or Mexico. Canada North Outfitting will help arrange storage of trophies. 25% from this
auction sell will be going back to Canada North and will be put towards the new initiative Canada
North Outfitting is developing on suicide awareness and prevention in Nunavut.
We ask that you bid often and bid high as the value of this donation is much more than an amazing
adventure and harvesting an incredible species, it is an introduction and education on being a part of

one of the greatest hunting cultures in the world. As well to become the first to start the journey of
making a difference on youth suicide.
At the time of this donation proof of vaccine is required to enter Canada. All indictors are that this
will be for the foreseeable future. For more information, contact Shane Black at (250) 961-7100 or
by email at sblack@canadanorthoutfitting.com. Company website: www.canadanorthoutfitting.com

https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43772
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

POLAR BEAR SHOT BY CANADA NORTH OUTFITTING CUSTOMER

Credit: Canada North Outfitting

OTHER TOP HUNTS ON OFFER, SCI CONVENTION 2022

14-day Tanzania Leopard and Cape Buffalo Safari
for Two Hunters

Credit: SCI
Donated By: Game Trackers Africa-Ondjamba Safaris
VALUE: $56,400.00
Donation Number: 43211
Slot: SN004 (Saturday Night Auction)
Game Trackers Africa have put together another hunt in the world famous Selous
Game Reserve that cannot be missed!
Jaco and Magdel Oosthuizen of Game Trackers Africa have generously donated a
Leopard and Cape Buffalo safari in Tanzania's famed Selous Game Reserve,
Africa's largest game reserve!
The 14-day hunt for two hunters will be conducted from a traditional East African
tented camp; included is a $6,000 credit toward trophy fees ($3,000 per hunter).
Method of take is rifle. Hunt can be extended to a full 21-day classic East African
safari; see outfitter for details.

Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in July 1-December 31, 2022 or 2023.
Included are meet and greet with the winning bidder, luxury tent accommodations
while hunting, meals, 1x1 guide service, $6,000 trophy fee credit ($3,000 per
hunter) for donated species, laundry and field prep. Hunt may be extended for
$3,350/day. Additional hunters are welcome for $3,350/day and non-hunters are
welcome for $350/day.
Not included are before/after hunt expenses, $9,300 premium hunting permit and
applicable royalties per hunter, $6,300 major hunting permit and royalties for
second hunter; CITES permit, air transfers ($5,500), $300 rifle permit/rifle,
dipping, packing (approx. $1,900/hunter), gratuities and hotels in Dar es Salaam
before and after the safari ($320/night).
Arrival/departure point is Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
For more information, contact Jaco Oosthuizen at
magdel@gametrackersafrica.com or Int. 264 814819222.
Company's website: www.gametrackersafrica.com
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43211
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

5-day Vancouver Island Coastal Black Bear Hunt for
One Hunter

Credit: SCI
Donated By: North Island Guide Outfitters
VALUE: $8,400.00
Donation Number: 43653
Slot: SD002 (Saturday Day Auction)
One hunter will travel to Vancouver Island for a 5-day, 1x1 guided Coastal Black
Bear hunt donated by North Island Guide Outfitters. Schedule this rifle hunt with
outfitter for open dates in May or June 2023 or 2024. This is a truly world class
spot and stalk hunt for Coastal Black Bears. On average, hunters can expect to
encounter 30-50 bears on their 5-day hunt; allowing them to be selective about
which Bear they choose to harvest. Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1
guide service, trophy fees for one Black Bear, roundtrip transportation to camp and
field prep. Additional hunters are welcome for $8,400 and non-hunters are
welcome for $1,500. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($185),

tag ($185), government fees ($330), firearm permit, dipping, packing, shipping and
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Campbell River, British Columbia. For more
information, contact Dave and Irene Fyfe by email at fyfe@elkbear.com or by
phone at 250-850-1501. Company's website: www.islandbears.com
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43653
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

5-day Alberta Coyote Hunt for Four Hunters

Credit: SCI
Donated By: Buckbrush Outfitters-Hunter Interest Inc.
VALUE: $14,000.00
Donation Number: 43441
Slot: SD014 (Saturday Day Auction)
Join Rod and Logan Hunter of Buckbrush Outfitters on this 5-day, 2x1 guided
Alberta Coyote hunt for four hunters.
Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates December 1, 2022 to March
31, 2023, or same dates for 2023 or 2024. Included are ranch house
accommodations, meals, 2x1 guide service, trophy fees for Coyotes and 4x4
transportation during hunt. Not included are licenses ($100/hunter) and gratuities.
Additional hunters are $3,500.
This area has some fantastic terrain for predator calling. In the Battle River area of
east-central Alberta, you will hunt along miles of a river bottom that is home to a
huge number of Coyotes. Arrival/departure point is Edmonton, Alberta.

For more information on this exciting predator-calling, spot and stalk, 4x4 hunt,
contact Rod at 780-853-7720 or email hunterr@telusplanet.net.
Company's website: www.huntbuckbrush.com
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43441
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

7-day South African Cape Buffalo and Crocodile
Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter

Credit: SCI
Donated By: Mabula Pro Safaris
VALUE: $22,000.00
Donation Number: 43226
Slot: SD023 (Saturday Day Auction)
Travel to the beautiful foothills of the Waterberg Mountains on this 9-day trip with
seven days of 1x1 guided hunting for Cape Buffalo up to 38 inches and 10-foot
Crocodile for one hunter and one non-hunter donated by Mabula Pro Safaris.
Method of take is rifle. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates March-October
2022, only. No alternate dates are available.
Just a two-hour drive from Johannesburg Airport, Mabula Pro Safaris' privatelyowned hunting preserve has an abundance of game with excellent trophy quality.
Hunt includes luxury lodge accommodations with swimming pool and private
Jacuzzi, meals, trophy fee for Cape Buffalo up to 38 inches outside spread and
trophy fee for Crocodile up to 10 feet, 1x1 guide services, Crocodile CITES permit
and field prep.
Not included are before/after hunt accommodations, license ($50), tags ($50),
firearms permit, airport transfers ($100/person), dipping/packing and shipping of
trophies, government fees ($880), alcoholic beverages and gratuities.

Additional hunters are welcome for $450/day and non-hunter for $200/day. Hunt
may be extended for $450/day and game added per outfitter's current price list.
Cape Buffalo and Crocodile on hunt may be upgraded; see outfitter for details.
Arrival/departure point is Johannesburg International Airport.
For more information, contact Christo Gomes at Int. 27 832555069 or email
christo@mabulaprosafaris.co.za.
Company's website: www.mabulaprosafaris.co.za
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43226
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

5-day British Columbia Black Bear Hunt for Two
Hunters

Credit: SCI
Donated By: Backcountry Guide Outfitters
VALUE: $7,000.00
Donation Number: 43536
Slot: SD041 (Saturday Day Auction)
Hunt British Columbia black bear with Backcountry Guide Outfitters.
Two hunters are invited on this 5-day, 1x1 guided hunt where method of take is
rifle or bow.
Hunt may be scheduled for open dates in 2022, only. No alternate dates are
available.
BC Guide Outfitters is one of the top black bear operations in British Columbia.
Their consistent harvest of extra-large black bears, as well as their high density of
color phase, has set them apart from the rest.

Their bears have some of the thickest coats in the world, due to hunting within
weeks of bears emerging from hibernation. Six-to seven-foot squared bears are
harvested annually with mature bear skulls averaging 18-21 inches.
This is a great opportunity for a father child hunt that will be second to none.
Donation includes cabin and wall tent accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service,
trophy fee for two black bear and field prep. Additional hunters can be
accommodated per outfitter's current price list.
Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, royalty for declarations
($75/hunter), hunter conservation fee ($250/hunter), firearm permit, license
($180/hunter), tag ($180/hunter), dipping, packing/shipping and gratuities.
For more information, contact Mark Werner at 778-349-0105 or
info@bcguideoutfitters.com.
Arrival/departure point is Kamloops, British Columbia.
Company's website: www.bcguideoutfitters.com
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43536
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

15-day Alaska Brown Bear, Mountain Goat, Black
Bear and Wolf Hunt with SCI Founder C.J. McElroy's
Rifle

Credit: SCI
Donated By: Fejes Guide Service Ltd.
VALUE: $50,000.00
Donation Number: 43317
Slot: SN009 (Saturday Night Auction)
Sam Fejes has invited one hunter to Sam Fejes Tsiu River Lodge for this 15-day,
1x1 guided rifle hunt with C.J. McElroys rifle for Alaskan Brown Bear, Black
Bear, Mountain Goat and Wolf, along with fishing for Silver Salmon on the world
famous Tsiu River near Cordova, Alaska.
Schedule the hunt with the outfitter for open dates in 2022 or 2023.
Dennis Anderson donated Mac's rifle to SCI, and it has been enshrined since then
in a custom display case in the SCI Tucson, Arizona facilities. Thanks to
Anderson's generosity, SCI is able to offer this unique hunt that can be duplicated.
Sam was the winner of SCI's 1994 North American Outfitter of the Year Award,
Dallas Safari Club's 2006 Outfitter of the Year award, the 2013 C.J. McElroy
Award and the 2016 Tony Sanchez Arino Award, as well as the Alaska

Professional Hunter Award winner, twice. He has also received more than 90 top
Alaskan APHA awards over the years.
When you hunt with Sam, you are assured that you will have a safe, enjoyable and
memorable trip and the trophy hunt of a lifetime. As an Alaska master guide, Sam
owns and operates the Sam Fejes Tsiu River Lodge in Cordova, Alaska.
The area is home to large populations of Brown and Black Bears, Moose and
Mountain Goat. This hunt donation is a tremendous opportunity for one hunter to
secure a hunt with one of the most recognized outfitters in Alaska. Hunt from the
main lodge and tent camps.
Included with this donation are lodge accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service,
trophy field prep fleshing and salting.
Additional hunters and observers are welcome per outfitter's current price list. Not
included are the air charter to/from the lodge (approx. $850/person), game tags
(U.S. resident $2,110., foreign resident $2,800.), hunting license (U.S. non-resident
$160, foreign resident $630), bed tax ($25.), APHA fee ($150) and gratuities. Hunt
can be upgraded to include Moose for $14,500.
Arrival/departure point is Cordova, Alaska.
Don't let this chance for the ultimate Alaskan adventure pass you by!
Contact Sam by phone at 907-349-4040 or by email at
fejesguideservice@gmail.com for more information.
Company's website: www.fejesguideservice.com
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43317
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

5-day Vancouver Island Black Bear and Wolf Hunt
for Two Hunters

Credit: SCI
Donated By: Fraser River Outfitters Ltd.
VALUE: $25,000.00
Donation Number: 43324
Slot: SN017 (Saturday Night Auction)
Two hunters will travel to Vancouver Island for a 5-day, 1x1 guided Black Bear
and Wolf hunt donated by Fraser River Outfitters.
Each hunter will have the opportunity to harvest one Black Bear and one Wolf.
Method of take is hunter's choice.
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates in the spring of 2023 or 2024.
Fraser River Outfitters Ltd. is a second-generation family run business, owned and
operated by John & Kathy Sievers. For more than 35 years they have been
committed to providing our clients a world class, fair chase hunting experience.

Vancouver Island's rugged northwest coast and encompassing more than 3,500
square miles, Fraser River's island hunting concession is both the largest and the
most remote in this region of the province of British Columbia. Endless coastline,
mild winters and the abundance of habitat and feed are just some of the
contributing factors in Vancouver Island's unprecedented trophy quality.
Included are accommodation, meals, 1x1 guide service, trophy fees for donated
game, firearm permit, roundtrip airport transportation and field prep. Additional
hunters are welcome for $12,500 and non-hunters are welcome for $2,500. Not
included are before/after hunt expenses, license ($200/hunter), tags ($600/hunter),
CITES permit, government fee $75/hunter, dipping, packing and shipping, alcohol
and gratuities.
Arrival/departure point is Campbell River, British Columbia.
For more information, contact John Sievers by email at borrego@telus.net or by
phone at 604-790-0703.
Company's website: www.bchuntingadventure.com
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43324
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

14-day Russia Chukotka (Kamchatka) Moose,
Kamchatka Brown Bear and Reindeer (Caribou)
Hunt for One Hunter

Credit: SCI
Donated By: Hunt Expeditions
VALUE: $36,900.00
Donation Number: 43936
Slot: SN022 (Saturday Night Auction)
The Legendary Consortium's Hunt Expeditions, one of Russia's premiere outfitters,
along with Legends Taxidermy Studios invites one hunter to Russia for a 14-day,
1x1 guided hunt for Chukotka (Kamchatka) Moose, Kamchatka Brown Bear and
Reindeer (Caribou).
This 14-day package consists of 8-days of hunting for species donated.
Schedule this rifle hunt with outfitter for open dates in October-November 2022 or
2023.

Hunting will occur in the Magadan region of Russia. Hunting will consist of spot
and stalk hunting, with snowmobiles or ATVs used to move around area. Shooting
distance for species is about 200-300 meters.
Base camp is a comfortable hunting lodge with wi-fi and Russian sauna. Electricity
is supplied by a generator.
This package includes a meet and greet in Moscow, all meals and lodging during
hunting, 1x1 guide service, camp staff, trophy fees for one Chukotka (Kamchatka
Moose, Kamchatka Brown Bear and Reindeer (Caribou), hunting license and
trophy field prep. In addition, this package includes taxidermy mounting by
Legends Taxidermy Studio. One shoulder mount of Chukotka (Kamchatka)
Moose, one shoulder mount Reindeer (Caribou) and one life size Kamchatka
Brown Bear are included. Taxidermy service for the brown bear includes open
mouth, skull cleaning, and hardwood base.
Not included are before/after hunt expenses, international and domestic flights,
ground and helicopter transfer in Magadan to hunting camp (approx. $6,000),
handling fee ($500), firearm permit, government tax, visa, insurance, rifle rental,
ammo, dipping, packing, shipping and gratuities.
Arrival/departure is Magadan, Russia via meet and greet in Moscow.
For additional information on this hunt, contact Alexey Alekseev of Hunt
Expeditions by email at info@huntexpeditions.com or by phone at Int. 7 915 144
1321. Amy Wicklund, with Legends Taxidermy, can be contacted by phone at 231757-9589 or by email at info@legendstaxidermy.com
Company's website: https://huntexpeditions.com/
https://auctions.safariclub.org/MOD/auctions/item.cfm?OpenInModal=1&DonationNumber=43936
&ShowSlot=1&ShowDonorInfo=1

6-DAY BAJA MEXICO BAJA BLACK-TAILED DEER
HUNT FOR ONE HUNTER AND ONE NON-HUNTER

Credit: SCI

Donated By: Go With Bo Booking & Guide Service
VALUE: $7,900.00
Donation Number: 43990
Slot: SD088 (Saturday Day Auction)

One hunter and one non-hunter will travel to South Baja Mexico for a 6-day, 1x1 guided, Baja BlackTailed Deer hunt donated by GoWithBo Booking & Guide Service.
Schedule this hunt with outfitter for open dates January 1-February 15, 2023, only. No alternate
dates are available. Method of take is hunter's choice, excluding handgun. With over 30 years of
experience, Bo and his team assist hunters with every aspect of their hunt from acquiring tags and
permits to returning home with their trophy.
Hunt may be upgraded to include desert bighorn sheep, fishing or whale watching tours; see
outfitter for details. Hunt may be extended for $800 per day. Additional hunters are welcome for
$5,400 and non-hunters for $2,500.
Included are accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, firearm permit and trophy fee for one Baja
Blacktail deer. Not included are before/after travel expenses, dipping packing/shipping (approx.
$600) or gratuities.
Arrival/departure point is Loreto, Mexico.
For more information contact Bo Morgan by email at gowithbo@msn.com or by phone at 928-2028081.
Company's website: www.gowithbo-online.com

POLAR BEARS, TROPHY HUNTING & SCI’S RECORD BOOK
•
•

•

•
•

Canada is the only country in the world which still allows trophy hunters to shoot Polar
Bears. The US and Russia have long banned the practice.
Canada North Outfitting has helped trophy hunters shoot the two largest polar bears ever
killed for sport. The biggest was shot by one of its clients in April 2002 in Pangnirtung,
Nunavut. The length and width of its skull was found to measure a total of 27 13/16
inches. The second biggest was killed by one of its clients in Clyde River, Nunavut in May
2000. It measured 27 12/16 inches.
The company claims 9 of the 10 most recent record-breaking entries in Safari Club
International’s infamous ‘Record Book’ of the world’s biggest polar bears. The most recent
entry was of a polar bear shot in August 2019 in South Hampton Island. The trophy hunter
used a novelty ‘muzzleloader’ rifle to kill it.
Two of its most recent entries are from trophy hunters who killed polar bears using a bow
and arrow. The most recent instance was in February 2019.
SCI’s Record Book lists a total of 221 record-sized polar bears shot by its members.

SCI’S DIRTY TRICKS CAMPAIGN IN THE UK
Extract from ‘Trophy Leaks: Top Hunters & Industry Secrets Revealed’

Safari Club International has been funding not one but two ‘dark arts’ campaigns to trick
Defra into believing there is widespread opposition in Africa to government plans to ban trophy
imports.
Between November 2019 and February 2020, Defra held a public consultation on a number of
different options for its proposed bill to ban trophy imports. Safari Club International paid hundreds
of thousands of dollars to a contractor to run a major campaign during this period which claimed
ordinary Africans were aghast at the proposal.
The contractors – who called themselves the Inclusive Conservation Group (ICG) - used
Artificial Intelligence technology to create dozens of fake social media profiles to promote the
campaign’s key message. The ‘information operations’ strategy – as the ICG contractors called it –
has been compared by the US media to alleged Russian attempts to influence the 2016 Presidential
election.
In May 2020, a grant application addressed to directors of Safari Club International’s “Hunter
Legacy 100 Fund” emerged which described plans for a “non-branded educational social media
capability”. It showed that hitherto-unknown Inclusive Conservation Group was requesting an extra
$264,000 on top of $523,000 it had already received from SCI for a massive covert disinformation
operation. The detail and sheer audacity of the operation revealed in the grant documentation is
breath-taking.
SCI’s Hunter Legacy 100 Fund is a huge pot of money into which some of America’s richest
men and women have contributed. The pot was started by 100 of SCI’s wealthiest donors. Each has
paid in a minimum of $100,000. Those known to have contributed include Trump fundraiser Steve
Chancellor and his wife Terri (who is herself an award-winning trophy hunter. NASCARi race-team
owner Richard Childress and his wife Judy are among others to have contributed.
The ICG application to SCI includes a series of startling revelations. With SCI’s help, the
documents say, ICG had developed “a first of its kind, non-attributional social media platform” which
has been communicating messages to “millions of people each and every week” pushing a “positive
global narrative around hunting and sustainable use.” SCI funding has meant that ICG now
“represents the most coordinated and effective pro-hunting voice in the world”.
The most important tactic in its armoury is not to reveal its identity as a hunting campaign
group in order not to arouse suspicion. This is because “messaging directly associated with hunting
groups falls short because nonhunters fear their message is biased or misleading.” Instead, ICG says
that it communicates hunting industry positions by passing them off as authentic messages from
ordinary Africans: “We will take the exact words and facts from the SCI web pages and simply
present it through an African’s voice”. This, it says, had already “received tremendous results. ICG’s
appears as a neutral party and nonthreatening/bias to nonhunters. This unique positioning allows ICG
to reach a new untouched demographic.”
Attached to the application is a startling PowerPoint presentation. The first slide spells out
ICG’s strategy: “SHAPE, INFORM, INFLUENCE, MANIPULATE, MISLEAD, EXPOSE,
DIMINISH, PROMOTE, DECEIVE, COERCE, DETER, MOBILIZE, CONVINCE”.
Another slide is entitled: “UNDER THE BANNER OF IRREGULAR WARFARE
INCLUSIVE CONSERVATION GROUP CONDUCTING INFORMATION OPERATIONS”. It
explains ICG’s approach as follows: “Maneuver warfare is closing with and destroying your enemy

and his or her ability to wage war. Cyber warfare is about the hacking of networks. Where cyberwar is
about hacking networks IO (Information Operations) is about hacking the people on the network by
driving ideas viral through a mix of ‘likes, shares, comments’. ICG’s social media is continually
enabling chronic over-sharers and information.”
ICG says that it has reached over 200 million people with positive images and messages about
trophy hunting. Trophy hunting organisations including SCI have often criticised campaigns against
the bloodsport for being ‘emotional’. ICG, however, has no such qualms. “We provide non-branded
pro-hunting emotionally charged content”, the documents state.
Elsewhere it gives the example of a campaign it unleashed against former England cricket
captain and Campaign to Ban Trophy Hunting supporter Kevin Pietersen. When Pietersen tweeted
about a trophy hunting company called Stone Hunting Safaris, calling on the firm to be shut down,
ICG flooded social media with memes from a Facebook page it created called ‘Let Africa Live’. The
page described itself as “a movement committed to ending the oppression of the African people by
governments, NGO's and corporations in Western Europe and America”. All of the messages were
written by Americans, not Africans. Indeed all its posts are careful not to show any white hunter.
Virtually all trophy hunters are, of course, white foreigners.
ICG says that, over a twelve month period, the Let Africa Live platform reached almost 18
million people.
ICG honed its tactics following uproar over the killing of a giraffe by a trophy hunter in 2018.
The group launched a major counter-offensive in which it claimed that giraffe populations were
actually increasing, had risen by nearly 170 percent, and that only countries with hunting had seen
numbers of giraffes go up. The posts came from Let Africa Live.
Between 2 November 2019 and 25 February 2020, the UK government held a public
consultation on proposals to ban hunting trophy imports. During this period, ICG flooded social
media with a series of messages under the banner of Let Africa Live purporting to come from
ordinary Africans opposed to the UK proposals. One such post shows a rural African woman standing
in a field. Beneath her is an image of an agitated Western (presumably British) ‘animal rights
extremist’ bellowing through a megaphone. In large capitals, the accompanying message screams:
“THE UK IS TRYING TO COLONIZE LOCAL AFRICANS BY CONTROLLING HOW THEY
USE THEIR LAND”. The post includes the following text: “Why do the global elite think they can
tell local Africans how to manage their land and natural resources?” It goes on to blame the “foreign
influence of the animal rights extremists” and gives an email address for hunting supporters to contact
the UK government.
Another post claims that “THE UK IS ABOUT TO DESTROY LOCAL AFRICAN
ECONOMIES”. It shows a generic protestor holding a megaphone with Big Ben in the background.
The accompanying message repeats the conspiracy theory claims: “The UK and the global elite are
trying to hurt local African economies.” Social media users are urged to email the UK government
department hosting the public consultation.
Yet another megaphone-holding protester is used in a message under the banner headline:
“THE UK IS TRYING TO BAN SUSTAINABLE WILDLIFE CONSERVATION IN AFRICA”.
Underneath the meme it says: “When will the extremist global elite and the radical neocolonialists
stop trying to control Africans? #LetAfricaLive Help Africa in the fight against the UK Global Elite.”
One message features a close-up of an African child. The message “GIVE AFRICA BACK
TO ITS PEOPLE” is super-imposed over the child’s face. “Africa is under attack by the radical global
elite and their extremist agendas”, it adds. The conspiracy theory line is perpetuated in a string of
other posts: “It's time the foreign influence of radical NGOs comes to end and the people of Africa
can finally benefit from their own natural resources without interference from the global elite.
#LetAfricaLive”, according to one. “LET AFRICA USE ITS OWN RESOURCES AND SUPPORT

LEGAL AND REGULATED HUNTING”, bellows another. “The global elite will stop at nothing to
control Africa and its natural resources,” it adds.
Some messages take an even more aggressive tack, though, and suggest that a trophy hunting
ban will lead to African children going hungry. One post, for instance, features a moist-eyed African
child in grubby clothes: “WHEN ECO-TOURISTS HUNT SHE EATS”. Children feature in several
other posts. A worried-looking child in a field appears to ask: “HOW DO YOU GET TO CHOOSE
FOR US?” It adds: “Africa's wildlife is under attack by the neocolonial global elite. Why do animal
rights extremists— thousands of miles away—get to dictate and control how African countries
manage their natural resources? #LetAfricaLive”.
The messages were then ‘liked’ and ‘shared’ en masse by fake social media accounts.
Since Defra’s public consultation closed at the end of February 2020, government officials
have been assessing submissions received and drafting recommendations for ministers. The campaign
has continued relentlessly, though, with the aim of putting even more pressure on the government to
drop or water down its proposals. In April 2020, Let Africa Live posted a meme quoting pro-hunting
British academic Amy Dickman: “PEOPLE HERE DON’T CARE IF THEY NEVER SEE A LION
AGAIN – THEY ARE WORRIED ABOUT WHERE THEIR NEXT MEAL IS COMING FROM;
LIONS ARE JUST ANOTHER THREAT.” Her fellow pro-hunting academic Rosie Cooney is quoted
in another meme. The accompanying picture is of an African park guard. (Neither meme uses a
picture of either scientist, both of whom are white and non-African).
ICG claims it was instrumental in building support for the controversial decision by
Botswana’s President Mokgweetsi Masisi to overturn the country’s trophy hunting ban. Masisi has
recently moved to overturn the ban introduced by his predecessor, Lt Gen Seretse Khama Ian Khama.
“In Botswana we deployed a dual track communications strategy to educate Botswanans, NGO,
hunting and grassroots communities with a top down bottom up narrative designed to educate the
elites and decision makers, while simultaneously reinforcing that education with an organ grassroots
echo.” ICG goes on to make the claim that its content reached no less than 30% of Botswana’s people.
Whether this claim is accurate cannot be confirmed. However one thing is for sure – President Masisi
himself shared ICG’s content from his social media platforms.
One attempt by ICG to suggest that leading African wildlife experts support their point of
view backfired in spectacular fashion. It started with a Let Africa Live post quoting Dr Mordecai
Ogada, one of Africa’s most respected conservationists. Ogada has researched lions and cheetahs, and
developed conservation strategies for several governments including those Ethiopia, South Sudan and
Uganda. The post suggests that Ogada agreed with the ‘anti-colonial’ slogans used in Let Africa
Live’s memes, and features a photo of him with the following quote: “THE PERPETUAL
COLONIAL PROJECT HAS MISEDUCATED US THAT CONSERVATION IS ABOUT
WILDLIFE, WHILE IT IS ACTUALLY ABOUT OUR LAND, OUR HERITAGE, OUR
CULTURE, OUR LANGUAGES, OUR BELIEFS … IT IS ABOUT US.”
When he saw it, Ogada was furious and responded with a searing post tagging Let Africa Live
in which he makes it clear where he stands on trophy hunting: “YOU are actually the colonial
parasites I was referring to. There is no iota of indigenous heritage in you. You’re white supremacist
bloodthirsty hunters who want to take over African lands and slaughter our wildlife for your
satisfaction.”
He continues in unambiguous terms: “This is pathetic, even by your normally disgusting
standards. I don’t support sport hunting and I never will. I hate your bloodlust almost as much as you
hate black people. You didn’t even have the balls to tag me on your lie.”
In fact, Let Africa Live’s post prompted a number of influential Africans to hit out at the
trophy hunting industry’s sly attempts to pose as the voice of Africa. Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor, an
award-winning African writer, slammed the ICG’s deception and hypocrisy: “What moral

bankruptcy! How dare the alleged ‘Let Africa Live’ animal murderers appropriate, quote out of
context, Dr Mordecai Ogada for their diabolic cause?” She goes on to attack Let Africa Live’s
“pathological bloodlust woven with their contempt for African thinkers”.
Wandia Njoya, an academic, chipped in: “You’ve left your blood thirst … in America and
you come to quench it with African wildlife, and tell us that it is for our benefit. What kind of fools do
you take Africans for?” Environmental writer Daniella Maroma concurs: “You are the colonialists he
is referring to. Off our land and our people!” Another African social media user comments: “Let
Africa Live is a preeminent colonial project which supports white supremacy” and which hopes “to
achieve a new colonial paradigm of grabbing African land, mineral resources, water resources under
the guide of regulated hunting and introduction of CONservanices in Africa”.
Victoria Ng’eno, meanwhile, observes: “Indigenous people have been coexisting and
conserving their natural resources for eons before big money, big guns, big greed, and big racism
entered their habitats.” A further response from an African reads: “Leave our animals alone. We
aren’t the ones who kill them and sell trophies that’s y’all business! Being blood thirsty is your
thing!”
A recent US Senate Intelligence Committee report into alleged Russian interference in
elections sets out how “Russian operatives associated with the St. Petersburg-based Internet Research
Agency (IRA) used social media to conduct an information warfare campaign designed to spread
disinformation and societal division in the United States”, and that “the Russian government tasked
and supported the IRA' s interference in the 2016 U.S. election.”ii The Senate report found that
Russian operatives had created a large number of “inauthentic accounts and pages in violation of
[Facebook's] policies” as part of its strategy. The tactics and technology deployed by the Inclusive
Conservation Group – including “masquerading” as rural Africans, and the creation of false social
media profiles – are eerily similar. Investigators identified dozens of phoney accounts used to promote
ICG content. They have few if any followers and do little more than like, share and comment on Let
Africa Live’s posts. All were created after the emergence of ICG.iii Many have been created using
highly-sophisticated artificial intelligence technology which generates realistic images of human faces
for use as profile pictures.
Records indicate that ICG sub-contracted a company called Rally Forge to produce the
content used on Let Africa Live’s platforms. The head of Rally Forge is Jake Hoffman, a Republican
politician from Arizona. Hoffman registered Let Africa Live’s website. Rally Forge has recently been
found to have been responsible for producing fake social media content for a controversial right-wing
group calling itself Turning Point USA.
On October 8, 2020, the Washington Post published an investigation into Rally Forge and its
operations, including ICG and Let Africa Live.iv It noted the startling similarities between the
methods used by Rally Forge/ICG and Russian efforts to influence the 2016 US Presidential election.
At the same time, the respected Stanford Internet Observatory published an extensive report into the
workings of Rally Forge and ICG. It noted the use of artificial intelligence “generative adversarial
networks (GANs) to create profile pictures”. It adds that Rally Forge’s work for ICG “engaged in
astroturfing operations on multiple platforms, posting ‘vox populi’ comments about hunting or
politics that appeared grassroots but was in fact paid commentary, much of it from people who did not
exist.”v
That same day, Nathaniel Gleicher - Head of Security Policy for Facebook – issued a
statement in which he announced that Rally Forge and Let Africa Live had all been permanently
banned from Facebook and their pages shut down. The move was unprecedented and the statement
was unequivocal: “The people behind this network attempted to conceal their identities and
coordination.”vi

So who exactly is ICG? Charity listingsvii and IRS tax returnsviii show that Inclusive
Conservation Group is headed up by a man called John Thodos. Thodos is President of an
international trophy hunting organisation known as Shikar-Safari Club International. (The group is not
directly related to SCI, although one if its Directors – Alan Sackman – has won a number of awards
with SCI and, together with his wife, has an estimated 584 entries in the Safari Club International
Record Bookix.) Thodos is an international trophy hunter, a leading member of the NRA, and friend of
US country music star and pro-hunting activist Ted Nugent.x Shikar-Safari Club International –
alongside SCI – is the other organisation which has been funding ICG’s work.
At the same time as funding ICG’s Let Africa Live campaign, Safari Club International ran
another campaign called Blood Origins which has similarly sought to persuade the UK government to
change its mind about its proposed trophy ban. The campaign includes extraordinary film footage
featuring Africans being urged to agree with patently leading – and often misleading - statements put
to them.
In one clip, a man with a white southern African accent can be heard off-camera asking a
Ugandan: “How do you feel when someone like Defra says ‘You guys don’t know how to manage
your resources’?” A Zimbabwean interviewee is posed a similar question: “When you hear of Defra
saying ‘We’re going to put a hunting ban in place because we don’t think that you, Zim(babwe) Parks,
know how to manage your resources?’ How does that make you feel?” The unidentified African
interviewee urges another hapless interviewee: “Makes you angry, huh? Makes you upset?” The
camera closes in on his hands which he clasps together as if ridden with anxiety. “Yuh”, comes the
answer, although it’s not clear if it’s him answering as his face is no longer on screen.
The interviews deploy some of the same anti-colonial messages as Let Africa Live’s social
media posts - except in this case most of the talking seems to be being done by the white southern
African voice behind the camera who asks his subjects the same questions again and again: “What’s
happening in the UK – Defra is essentially saying ‘We’re going to ban hunting i.e. we’re telling you
Zimbabwe we’re gonna ban hunting for you because we clearly know what we’re doing, and you
don’t know what you’re doing’”. An Ethiopian interviewee is asked: “What would you say to Defra in
the UK who say ‘We know how to manage your resources better. You clearly don’t know what you’re
doing so we’re going to ban trophy hunting because that’s going to benefit wildlife’?”
The interviewees all carry the same slightly baffled look. This is perhaps not surprising as this
is almost certainly the first time they will have ever heard of ‘Defra’. Or perhaps they know that the
interviewer’s claim that a foreign country can ban hunting in their country is patently preposterous.
The interviewer ploughs on with his line of questioning nonetheless. It is now the turn of a Namibian
in the hot seat: “What do you have to say to somebody like Defra that is trying to say to you ‘We
know how to manage your resources better than you do’?”

Who are ICG’s anonymous donors?
ICG says that it has “several private donors who wish to remain anonymous.” However tax
filings reveal the identities of many of them.

Christopher Kinsey
Christopher Kinsey, from Shreveport in Louisiana, is a leading trophy hunter. Kinsey has won
the Selous hunting award from the African Professional Hunters Association.xi Top South African
trophy hunter Peter Flack’s book Hunting the Spiral Horns: Sitatunga: The Sly, Shy, Secretive One

names Kinsey as the first trophy hunter ever to shoot all 26 subspecies of sitatunga.xii His sitatungahunting achievements are held in high regard within the hunting fraternity.xiii
Kinsey has also been a leading pioneer of rhino ‘dart-hunting’: “why couldn't a sportsman
track a rhino down, stalk him, and shoot him with a dart gun in the same way that you would with a
rifle?"xiv Kinsey uses a German-manufactured dartgun with a CO2-driven propulsion system to shoot
darts containing 25 mgs of Etorphine Hydrochloride. He describes one such rhino hunt: "We laughed
and giggled with excitement like little kids. We couldn't believe we actually did it! We whacked him!
It's a totally different emotion than I've ever had when pulling the trigger.”
Kinsey has hunted for elephants and antelopes in Cameroonxv, spent over 35,000 Euros
hunting forest wildlife in the Central African Republic,xvi and gone in pursuit of near-extinct species
in Chad.xvii He has also produced a DVD about his adventures hunting for dwarf forest buffalo in the
Congo.xviii Multi-award-winning hunter Flack once wrote of him: “For many years it seemed that
wherever I went in Africa, …Kinsey had been there before me.”xix
Kinsey has also shot a world record Giant Eland.xx

John Wilson
Wilson, from Irwinton in Georgia, runs a company called Destination TQ which helps trophy
hunters find the best hunts “from the Yukon Territory to the plains of Namibia and everywhere in
between… Think of us as ‘hunting trip travel agents’.”xxi The company also has a TV showxxii and
produces “a line of outdoor products for the professional hunter, carefully designed and quality made
to maximize your success.”xxiii
Its ‘Tuff TV’ channel “follows John Wilson and Team Trophy Quest around the world
hunting.”xxiv Thrills and spills are promised. “From the Rocky Mountains chasing mule deer and elk,
through America’s heartland in search of whitetails and turkeys, to Africa matching wits with
dangerous game, Team Trophy Quest delivers high quality production with heart pumping action
week in and week out.” The show also follows “John’s quest to take the North American big game
species with his 30-30.”xxv
Some of his videos can be viewed on YouTube. In one, he congratulates a hunter who has
shot a gemsbok with a high-five exclaiming: “Those are beautiful animals!”xxvi On his website,
Wilson exclaims: "I have been blessed to travel all over the world hunting for the past decade, and
know where to and where not to go.”xxvii

Mark Barrett
Mark Barrett is a record-breaking trophy hunter from San Antonio, Texas.xxviii In 2010 he beat
his son Marko’s record for the biggest white-tailed deer ever shot by a hunter in Texas. His son’s
record had been set three years previously, in 2007. When asked if he thought he might one day beat
his own record, Barrett Sr replied: “Are you kidding? There’s no way that I can beat 307. I’ve been
pretty lucky, but not that lucky!” The father and son pair are said to “have killed their share of
trophies”. xxix
The 4,100 acre Las Raices estate where the two animals were killed is run by Marko who
“manages the ranch for the very best trophy whitetail that he can produce”, according to the Texas
Trophy Hunting Association. The estate is described as a ‘high fence’ ranch – in other words, the
animals cannot escape and are in effective captive-bred and shot in much the same way as South
Africa’s ‘canned lions’. Photos of some of the deer hunts that take place here can be found on social
media.xxx
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